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Abstract. This note discusses the complexity evaluation of cryptanalytic attacks, with the
example of exhaustive key search, illustrated with several ciphers from the eSTREAM project.
A measure is proposed to evaluate the effective computational cost of cryptanalytic algorithms,
based on the observation that the standard one is not precise enough.

1 Introduction

The notion of time complexity arose in complexity theory in order to evaluate the hardness
of computational problems; informally, the time complexity of a problem (as a mathematical
object) is defined as the minimum (over all Turing machines) of the maximum (over all
problem instances) number of transitions required by a Turing machine to solve it, as a
function of the length (in bits) of the machine’s input. Time complexity is generally expressed
using asymptotic notations; for example, stating that an algorithm has time complexity O(n2)
means that there exists P ∈ Z[X]/(X3) and a Turing machine solving any instance of the
problem in less than f(n) transitions, with f the polynomial function induced by P , for all
input of length n ∈ N.

Extending trivially this notion to algorithms has no sense, and the simplified notion of
algorithmic complexity is used instead; atomic operations are arbitrary defined (memory ac-
cess, comparison of values, fixed-length arithmetical operations, etc.), and are counted in
the algorithm, without regard to a particular calculus model, in terms of the algorithm’s
arguments. Generally, instead of their length, their value is used (leading to an exponential
gap, which brings confusion), and the operations running in constant time are considered as
atomic, since captured by the asymptotic notations. It is essentially easy to evaluate asymp-
totic algorithmic complexities, but their knowledge is not sufficient to compare the effective
efficiency of algorithms, since huge multiplicative or additive constants may be “hidden”. For
example, integer multiplication of n-bit numbers runs in O(n2) with the naive algorithm,
and O(n log n log log n) with a FFT-based algorithm; however the naive method is faster for
n < 100.

Cryptographers are generally far more interested in effective computation times than in
theoretical asymptotic algorithmic complexities. In particular, using asymptotics has no sense
for fixed-length-parameters ciphers – indeed O(2k) = O(1) for a k-bit key cipher. Clearly, the
model of the Turing machine is not good to evaluation the hardness of cryptanalytic attacks:
the atomic operation is a machine transition, which not trivially translates on modern com-
puters, and evaluating rigorouslw the cost of an attack in this model is complicated. Using the
algorithmic complexity to evaluate an attack cost is not good either, for two main reasons:
first, the operations arbitrary chosen as elementary may not be so in an implementation of the
algorithm; secondly the implemented algorithm may be much different from the pseudo-code
version, by using for example precomputed tables, factorised instructions, loops simplifica-
tions, etc. Hence the evaluation of the computation of an attack must not only rely on the
pseudo-code algorithm. Instead, a lower bound is generally given, in terms of non-atomic



operations, like “run key and IV setup”, “compute 500 Kb of keystream”, or “compute the
corresponding value”, but a precise statement of the real cost lacks, and so this bound is often
confused with the approximate cost of the attack.

So as to give a more precise evaluation of the cost of a cryptanalytic algorithm, we choose
to consider as atomic time unit a CPU cycle, and suggest to estimate a lower bound on number
of cycles required to run the algorithm considered (on a serial machine with “reasonnable”
memory and CPU), and define this measure as the effective cost of the algorithm. One may
object that the number of cycles required to run some optimised algorithm change from one
architecture to another; we do not target the minimum number of cycles of an implementation;
but the minimum necessary in any implementation on a “reasonnable” machine.

We prefer to use the term “cost” instead of “complexity”, since the latter refers to an
intrinsic quality of some abstract object, like a decision problem, whereas “cost” translates
the properties of its relation with some concrete object (here computers), and thus fits better
in our situation. The computational cost must not be confused with the effective execution
time, neither with the notion of security (cf. [4, 7]).

2 Exhaustive key search

It is obvious that for a cipher with k-bit secret key and full key domain, an algorithm perform-
ing the EKS requires more than 2k operations, which translates, on a computer, to a number
of clock cycles above 2k, assuming that a key trial takes at least one cycle. The value 2k is
indeed the complexity of the generic algorithm, where the operation “try a key” is assumed
atomic, and we qbusively talk about “an attack running in time 2k”, whereas 2k is only a
lower bound on the effective cost. However, most of the stream ciphers require a non-trivial
key setup stage, whose cost should not be neglected. One may also consider the cost of com-
puting the few keystream bits, but for half of the keys less only one bit of keystream are
necessary, thus EKS cost should only consider one bit of output to estimate a lower bound
on the complexity (except when the ciphers output blocks of bits).

Table 1 shows, for several ciphers [18, 6, 5, 8, 3, 11, 15, 10, 9, 14, 12, 19, 8] of the eSTREAM
project [1],

– the key length (in bits),
– the IV length (in bits),
– the effective cost evaluated of key setup and IV setup, along with the induced least number

of cycles of EKS, in binary logarithmic units (between [. . . ]).
– the same information for the latest experimental results [2] over a 2 137 MHz Intel Core

2 Duo with most recent implementation (reference 20061108).

We also present several ciphers for which no effective cost is given, sorted by decreasing
key length. Note that the results of software implementations of hardware ciphers (with
superscript †) may not be relevant, since target efficiency on other computation models. Note
that, although exhaustive search is made for fixed IV’s, the IV-setup process must be made
for each key since is always performed after the key setup and depends on it.

We justify our evaluations of the effective cost:

– HC-256: key setup first computes 2 560 32-bit values iteratively, each requiring 20 oper-
ations, then updates the internal state 4 096 times, each update requiring 27 operations.
Counting at least one cycle per 32-bit value computer, and per state update, key setup
requires at least 6 656 cycles.



Table 1. Cost of EKS for eSTREAM ciphers.

Cipher Key IV Effective cost Measures

Dragon 256 128 − 1 365 [266.4]
HC-256 256 128 6 656 [268.7] 83 617 [272.3]
Phelix 256 128 − 1 320 [266.3]

Py 256 128 323 [264.3] 6 039 [268.5]
Salsa20 256 64 1 [256.0] 40 [261.5]
ABCv3 128 128 − 204 084 [145.6]

Grain-128† 128 128 256 [136.0] 463 [136.8]
Lex-v1 128 128 300 [136.2] 473 [136.8]

Mickey-128† 128 128 416 [136.7] 31 880 [142.9]
Rabbit 128 64 12 [131.6] 754 [137.5]

Sosemanuk 128 64 800 [137.6] 1 615 [138.6]
Hermes8-80† 80 64 − 2 584 [91.3]

Trivium† 80 80 288 [88.1] 616 [89.2]

– Py: key setup consists in 323 loops of a block of instruction including a S-box look-up and
many bitwise operations. We can reasonnably assume that each iteration takes more than
one cycle.

– Salsa20: key setup is straightforward and only consist in a few simple operations, so we
make no specific assumption on the minimal number of cycles requires.

– Grain-128: the feedback registers are clocked 256 times before generating keystream. We
count at least 256 cycles for this operation.

– Lex: Rijndael’s key schedule is run during key setup, which requires about 300 with the
best implementations.

– Mickey-128: key setup performs 416 updates of the internal states, each requiring 1 764
simple bitwise operations. We count at least one cycle per update.

– Rabbit: 8 variables of the inner state are computed, then the cipher called 4 times, so at
least 12 cycles are necessary.

– Sosemanuk: key setup performs 48 calls to the SERPENT block ciphers, regarding to the
best implementations of SERPENT, at least 800 cycles are necessary.

– Trivium: each bit of the internal state requires four iterations of a loop of about 20
operations. We assume that each of the 288 bits requires more than on cycle.

Table 1 shows that the real cost of exhaustive search is almost always much greater than
2k (the smallest gap is for Salsa20, only 25.3, the highest is for ABCv3, 217.6). Following the
experimental results, about 2 000 Salsa20 keys are tried while only one of HC-256 is set up.
HC-256 indeed suffers of an extremely long key setup, but provides an EKS cost increased
to 2268.7, although 2256 would clearly be high enough. But the gain is not overkill for ciphers
with 80-bit and 128-bit keys. The average gap induced by our estimations of the effective
cost is 29. As a consequence, an attack against a k-bit-key cipher with effective cost less than
2k+a, for some a > 0, would be “break” the cipher if exhaustive search runs in more than
2k+a cycles.

3 Other attacks

Not only exhaustive search can be subject to the effective cost evaluation, for example:

– the key recovery attack against LEX in [20] requires 20 000 keystream bytes for each of 261

random IV’s: according to our previous results, computing all those keystreams requires



more than 277.8 cycles (with AES implementation running at 15 cycles per byte, and key
schedule in 300 cycles), whereas the complexity given by the authors is 261. If we follow
the benchmarks’ results, the attack would take more than 278.2.

– the distinguishing attack on Py in [17] runs in t ·284.7, with t the cost of key and IV setup.
Our evaluation gives a global cost of 292.7; benchmarks give 297.2.

– the chosen-ciphertext attack against Mosquito in [13] of “complexity” 270 requires 64
clockings of the cipher for 270 keys (no particular key setup is specified for this cipher),
giving an effective cost greater than 276.

For example, a 4 GHz processor performs 232 cycles per second, thus would take 244 seconds
to perform 276 cycles, that is, more than 550 000 years. But recall that brute force attacks
can be parallelised, and use non trivial techniques to run faster (see for example [16]).

4 Conclusion

The new measure presented seems more realistic than the standard one, and shows that
several ciphers with the same key length can provide much different EKS computation times.
Like almost all security arguments, our hardness statements rely on assumptions; no strict
rule defines the evaluation of the effective cost, since the appreciation of what costs at least
one cycle is quite arbitrary. However our estimations are sound with the experimental results,
and the improvement margin for remains quite large for most of the ciphers. Evaluating the
effective cost of other cryptanalytic algorithms may lead to surprising results.
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